
STARTING AN E-RECYCLING BUSINESS PLAN

Are you about starting an e-waste recycling business? If YES, here is a complete sample e-waste recycling business
plan template & feasibility report you can.

Another aspect of electronics recycling is to melt down metal components. Encorp runs six such contracted
sites in the province. This is where an electronic recycling company comes to the rescue. The business plan of
Replay Plastics describes one way to profit from that trend. All you would need to launch an e â€” waste
recycling business is the machines and equipment needed and how to operate them, a good knowledge of
where to collect e â€” wastes and where to sell them, the legislations guiding the industry as well as strong
entrepreneurial skills and perseverance. The market for recycled electronic waste is large and can
accommodate loads of investors. Recycling Center, Inc. It also provides a roadmap to overcoming those
problems along with strategies to succeed. In the B. Consider the entire process each electronic gadget will go
through. Accomplishes subsidiary objectives by establishing plans, budgets, and results measurements;
allocating resources; reviewing progress; making mid-course corrections. Do your research. Because of
potential exposure to heavy metals, brominated fire retardants and other concerns during the recycling process,
recyclers must take care to have such features as adequate dust collection systems, uniform and shower
facilities, and other managed safety practices. In the world today, it is estimated that over 1 trillion tons of
waste at the household level and in industries is generated. Threat: Aside from unfavorable government
policies, one of the major threats that we are likely going to face is economic downturn. Some even show
blatant disregard for environmental protection laws and use middlemen to conduct illegal transactions.
Although recycling is a good act in itself, shipping toxic substances overseas or using middlemen to perform
dubious transactions shows blatant disregard for environmental protection laws. Consider if there are other
companies in your target area already engaged in this business. Some contain a wealth of detailed information
about the businesses. Why Start an e-Waste Recycling Business? Our workers are going to be selected from a
pool of certified and highly experienced recycling engineers and technicians in and around Providence â€”
Rhode Island and also from any part of the United States of America as the business grows. This company's
business plan outlines how it's done. Medical Waste Recycling Medical waste refers to disposables generated
at healthcare facilities such as clinics, hospitals, blood banks, dental practices, physician offices, veterinary
hospitals, as well as laboratories and medical research facilities. The rest ended up in landfills. Restricted
access and monitoring of the facility are important considerations at most e-scrap facilities, due to the issue of
information privacy. Lastly, more and more manufacturing industries are beginning to see the benefits of
going for recycling materials as against going for virgin raw materials in the production of their products.
References 3. It is a business that is highly profitable especially as electronic â€” technology continues to
advance over the years. It explains ways to earn a profit from used paper and how recycling this material can
fulfill growing demand. Decide how you will finance your business. By this estimate, only 18 percent of these
common electronics were recycled. Another trend is that is common in the e â€” waste recycling industry is
that, with the advancement of technology, it is now easier to recycle and process almost any materials and
liquid waste that exist in our world. Aside from the synergy that exists in our carefully selected workforce, our
product will be guided by best practices in the industry and our e â€” waste recycling plant is built to fit into
the design of a 21st century recycling plant. There are diverse niches â€” areas of specializations in the
recycling industry and one of them that you can specialize on is to go into e- Waste Recycling business. One
approach to the further liberation of materials is the use of shredding machinery, which tears apart electronic
scrap to facilitate liberation of materials. Consider opening an online business recycling cell phones. As for
electronics recycling in British Columbia, for example, the Electronics Recycling Standard is enforced by
Encorp, which is a not-for-profit organization contracted by the Electronics Stewardship Association of British
Columbia and funded through environmental handling fees paid by retail consumers when they purchase
affected electronics products. The outcome of such an approach resulted in some participants taking unethical
shortcuts. Research provincial and federal laws concerning electronic recycling Once you know your business
strategy, investigate the legal requirements for you to put up that kind of business in your area. Yet another
consideration is the health and safety impact of handling hazardous products. At these locations, palletized
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products are scaled and cross-docked to create full, uniform loads to send to the recycler. This, however, may
be positive for the industry in terms of promoting a higher recovery rate where landfill bans are enacted, and it
may allow for increased processing where offshore export to developing countries can be curtailed. Locate
sources of e-waste in your local area. Be very careful and research whom you do business with.


